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SEO is not a one-off job, a variety of tasks need to be
carried out over time. To understand SEO there are many
sources on the internet, and when you learn about SEO probably
the first thing is that it’s a continual process.
Each website is unique, so each SEO quote is unique. I get a
lot of enquiries asking about a “range of prices for SEO” and
that’s not easy to answer.

My 30 Day Booster SEO Schedule Is
Essential
The £400 Booster cost has been held for 2018, there will be a
10% price increase to be applied in 2019.
My SEO Booster shopping list – I need everything at once
before I can begin:
>
>
>
>
/
>
>
>

Top level Google login for Webmaster Tools and Google+
Company logo and business images
Your Company Name and description of what your site offers
Keywords (Max 3) and geographical location (Your local town
city or UK/Global)
Sales email, telephone, address and postcode, your email
CMS website login, or your Webmaster’s contact details
Facebook and Twitter logins

There are benefits of having a one-off SEO Booster Package if

your website is brand new, and you only have the budget of a
one-off sweep, however what I strongly recommend is a 6 month
minimum agreement.
Contact me for a free SEO website audit

Consider a 2 Hour £60 SEO Telephone
Consultancy Session and Audit
Which of the following applies to you?
Google Analytics explained – I don’t know what I don’t know.
My method is to work backwards from your goal – for example
►How many people come to my website from a specific website or
source
►I need to understand how to convert my traffic better, my
sales are low
►How do I see what keywords people use to visit my site
►Google Webmaster Tools is not linked to my Google Analytics
Traffic Increase – Help me improve
►Your website is on Google page 4 and you desperately need to
improve
►A brand new website not even in the first 10 pages of Google
►Old domain that’s a few years old but has never ranked
►Please explain how to maximise my use of meta titles,
description and H1 headers
Penguin / Panda – Recovery from a hit by a Google Algorithm
►I have bought SEO services from overseas and my site has
dropped
►Bad backlinks have resulted in my website disappearing from
search results
►I’ve had no SEO work and yet I feel as though I have still

been penalised
Any/all combination of the points above, plus your own list of
questions for £60
► I will audit your website and create a Cloud document that
we can both view and edit in advance of us speaking in person.
I will prepare a list of observations and formulate a tailor
made plan of action for discussion
►An hour of my time with over the phone or Skype
►Following our session I will provide a list of homework
points as a business plan of action
►This session includes 7 days email Q&A support

Buy It Now SEO Services
30 mins Consultancy £20.00 GBP ▼
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